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ᵺᵅᵬᵾᵨᵗ ᵱ ᵺᶂᵜᵪᵾ:  ᵴᶇᵘᵗᵾᵅᵪᵾ, ᵿᵜ ᵗᵾᵲᵾᵅᵪᵾ ᵈᵿᵥ ᵺᵅᵬᵾᵨᵗᵾᵅᵪᵾ ᵺᵅᵬᶂᵥ  ᵰᵦ ᵷᵾᵦᵅ ᵱ ᵨᶇ ᵱᵾᵦ ᵈᵴᶇ ᵈᵻᶇ. ᵴᶇᵘᵾᵦᶂᵪ ᵷ ᵿᵜ ᵾᵦᶂᵪ  ᵟᵾᵴᶇ ᵱᵾ ᵰᵦᵾᵅᵸᶀ 

ᵺᵅᵬᵾᵨᵗ ᵗᵷᵾ ᵈᵬᵥ ᵺᵷ  ᵺᵻᵰᵦ ᵇᵺᵴᵾᵜ ᵇᵺᶇ ᵪᵾᵻᶀ. βᶇ ᵻᵾ ᵈᵬᵥ ᵻᵾ ᵇᵅᵗ ᵰᵪᶋᵲᵅᵞᵪᵾᵺᵾᵢᶀ" dᵻᶇ ᵇᵸᶀ ᵇᵬᶇ ᵾ ᵢᶇᵷᶂᵪᵜ ᵷᵾᵜᵾᵷᵾ ᵻᶀᵜ ᵈᵰᵜᶀ ᵇᵬᶇ ᵾ! 
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ÑÖĦ¾ɟØ ÖɰÊÚɠ+ 

 ÞÛxŢÎÖ ÞÛɟʋÑɟ ÑÛɠÑ ÛÝɟxċ×ɟ ßɟȏÏx¾ ÜȓÕɭċÄɟ !  
               a_`bċ×ɟ ÖßɟØɟĥŘ ÖɰÊÚɟÃɟ tǊŜǎƛŘŜƴǘ ¾ȼÑ Åɨ θÛĤÛɟÞ ÍȓĞßɡ ÖɟĎ×ɟÛØ Ïɟ¿ÛÙɟ 
zßɭ ĕ×ɟÔǥÙ Öɠ aa5+ .h¢ zζÌ zÒġ×ɟ ÞÀĢ×ɟɰÃɟ zÕɟØɡ zßɭ- ßɡ ÅÔɟÔÏɟØɡ 
ŢɟÖɟζÌ¾ÒÌɭ ÒɟØ ÒÊĔ×ɟÃɭ zĤÛɟÞÑ Öɠ ÍȓĞßɟÙɟ ÏɭÍɨ- ĕ×ɟÃÔØɨÔØ ÒȓËċ×ɟ ÛÝɟxÃɭ ÞÀÚɭ 
¾ɟ×xŎÖ ×ÜĦÛɠÒÌɭ ÒɟØ ÒɟÊĔ×ɟÞɟÉɢÞÛɟʋċ×ɟ Þß¾ɟ×ɟxÃɠ yÒɭàɟ ¾ØÍɨ- 

 ÕɟØÍɟÍ yÞÍɟÑɟ zÒġ×ɟÙɟ ÑɟÍɭÛɟ|¾+ ÜɭÅɟØÒɟÅɟØ zζÌ ÖɟȏßÍɠċ×ɟ Ùɨ¾ɟɰÃɟ 
¾ÚÍÑ¾ÚÍ zÐɟØ yÞÍɨ- {¾Êɭ ιÊŘɨ{ʨÙɟ zÒġ×ɟ ÞÀĢ×ɟɰÑɟ zζÌ Öȓć×Í9 ÑÛɠÑ Ùɨ¾ɟɰÑɟ ÍÞÃ zÐɟØ 
aa5Ãɟ ÛɟÈɟÛɟ zζÌ ßɭ ÖɰÊÚ zÒġ×ɟ ÒȎØÛɟØɟÃɭ extension zßɭ yÞɭ ÛɟÈɟÛɭ ħ×ɟ¾ȎØÍɟ Öɠ Ţ×ĕÑÜɠÙ ØɟßɡÑ- 
aa5Ãɭ Ƴƛǎǎƛƻƴ ÍɭÃ ÍØ zßɭ9 To keep Marathi asmita jagrut in and around Detroit by binding the community   

together, having a sense of social belonging and social support and celebrate our cultural traditions. 

 ßɭ Ę×ɭ× ÊɨĢ×ɟÒȓËɭ ÉɭÛȕÑ ħ×ɟ ÛÝɟxċ×ɟ ¾ɟ×xŎÖɟɰÃɠ z¿Ìɠ ¾ØÌɟØ zßɨÍ- ÏØ ÛÝɶŢÖɟÌɭ zÒÙɭ Þ Ì 
ÅġÙɨÝɟÑɭ ÞɟÅØɭ ¾ȼÑ zÒÙɟ zÑɰÏ ʬθÛÀȓÌɠÍ ¾ØĔ×ɟÃɟ zÖÃɟ {ØɟÏɟ zßɭ- aa5Ãɭ .aazζÌ {ÍØ ÖßɟØɟĥŘ 
ÖɰÊÚɟɰÔØɨÔØ ÃɟɰÀÙɭ ÞɰÔɰÐ zßɭÍ- ĕ×ɟɰċ×ɟ Þß¾ɟ×ɟxÑɭ zĞßɡ ǘƻǇ ƴƻǘŎƘ ¾ɟ×xŎÖ zÌĔ×ɟÃɟ Ţ×ĕÑ ¾ȼ- Àɭġ×ɟ ¾ɟßɡ 
ÛÝɟxÍ zÒġ×ɟ¾ÊÃɟ ¾Ùɟ¾ɟØɟɰÑɟ LØεÞ¾ɟ ÍȓĎ×ɟÃÞɟÉɢM ħ×ɟ ¾ɟ×xŎÖɟÑɭ ÃɟɰÀÙɟ ÛɟÛ ȏÏÙɰ zßɭ- We will continue to 

support  ØεÞ¾ɟ ÍȓĎ×ɟÃÞɟÉɢ to give the opportunity and encourage our growing local talent. 

 DetroitÖÐɭ sportsÃɟ }ĕÞɟß ÏɟɰÊÀɟ zßɭ- ÖɟÀċ×ɟ ÛÝɶ ƳŀǊŀǘƘƻƴÖÐɭ ÖɰÊÚɟÃɭ ÒęÑɟÞɟßȕÑ yκÐ¾ Ùɨ¾ 
ÐɟÛÙɭ- Fitness Øɟ¿Ĕ×ɟÞɟÉɢ zĞßɡ ×ɰÏɟ sportsÙɟÏɭ¿ɠÙ ŢɟÐɟę× ÏɭÌɟØ zßɨÍ- PicnicÙɟ East vs West  yÞɟ ηŎ¾ɭÈ 
ÞɟÖÑɟ ÉɭÛĔ×ɟÃɟ zÖÃɟ θÛÃɟØ zßɭ- zÅ DetroitÖÐɭ MMD ÅÛÚÅÛÚ bd ÛÝx active zßɭ-zÒÌ ĕ×ɟÃɭßɡ 
¾ɟßɡ ÏɭÌɭ ÙɟÀÍɨ- ħ×ɟ ÛÝɶ ¤¿ɟÏÏɨÑ Detroit volunteering events ¾ØĔ×ɟÃɟ zÖÃɟ ÖÑɨÏ× zßɭ- zÒÙɭ 
b__ Òɭàɟ yκÐ¾ Deluxe members zßɭÍ zζÌ Íɭ ÛɟËÍÃ ØɟßÌɟØ- g_ Òɭàɟ ÅɟĦÍ members have 

signed up to be part of the committee to serve our growing organization this year. 

 ßɭ ÖɰÊÚ zÒÙɭÃ zßɭ- zÒÙɡ ¾εÖÈɡ will always be open to suggestions and we will do 

our best to act on it. ÅɟÍɟ ÅɟÍɟ ÞȓØɭÜ ÕÈɟɰċ×ɟ ÃɟØ ̈ Úɠ zÉÛÍɟÍ----- 
ÙɟÕÙɭ zĞßɟÞ ÕɟĈ× ÔɨÙÍɨ  ÖØɟÉɢ L 
ÅɟßÙɨ ¿ØɭÃ Ðę× ¥¾Íɨ ÖØɟÉɢ LL 
ÐÖx+ ÒɟÉ+ ÅɟÍ ¤¾ ÅɟÌÍɨ ÖØɟÉɢ L 
¤Ûʫ×ɟ ÅÀɟÍ Öɟ× ÖɟÑÍɨ ÖØɟÉɢ LL 
 ÃÙɟ ÍØ+ ÑÛɠÑ ÛÝɟxÍ ÅġÙɨÝɟÑɭ Ţ×ɟÌ ¾ȼ×ɟÍ- ÅȓÑɠ Öɮŝɠ ÖÅÔȕÍ ¾ȼ×ɟ zζÌ             
ÑÛɠÑ εÖŝ ÅɨÊȓ×ɟ !!Òȓęßɟ ¤¾Ïɟ ÖɟĎ×ɟ ¾εÖÈɡ¾ÊȕÑ ÍȓĞßɟÙɟ ̴IŀǇǇȅ bŜǿ ¸ŜŀǊΗέ 
                                                                                                                                         

-η¾ØÌ {ɰÀÚɭ  

0ÒÅÓÉÄÅÎÔȭÓ -ÅÓÓÁÇÅȦ0ÒÅÓÉÄÅÎÔȭÓ -ÅÓÓÁÇÅȦ0ÒÅÓÉÄÅÎÔȭÓ -ÅÓÓÁÇÅȦ 
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  ȑÍÚÀȕÚ ĉ×ɟ yÑ ÀɨÊ ÔɨÙɟ -ȑÑÑɟÏ ÅɨÜɠ 
        ȑÍÚÀȕÚ ĉ×ɟ yÑ ÀɨÊ ÔɨÙɟ !!!  

zÒġ×ɟ¾ÊÃɭ ÔßȓÍɟɰÜ ÞÌ ÃɰşɟÙɟ yÑȓÞȼÑ '[ǳƴŀǊ( yÞġ×ɟÑɭ ȏÏÛɟÚɠ ¾Ðɠ ¦ĆÈɨÔØÖĘ×ɭ ÍØ ¾Ðɠ 
ÑɨģßʃÔØÖĘ×ɭ+ ÀÌÒÍɠ ¾Ðɠ ¦ÀĦÈÖĘ×ɭ ÍØ ¾Ðɠ 
ÞĚÈʃÔØÖĘ×ɭ yÜɟ yɰÏɟÅɠ ÞÌɟɰÃɠ zÒġ×ɟÙɟ ÞÛ×- 
Öɟŝ Þȕ×ɟxÙɟ yÑȓÞȼÑ '{ƻƭŀǊ ŎȅŎƭŜ( yÀÏɡ ÍɟØɡ¿ 
ÙɟÛȕÑ ̀ c ÅɟÑɭÛɟØɡÙɟ ÑÛÛÝɟxÃɟ ÒȏßÙɟ ÖɟÑ ÁɭÛȕÑ 
×ɭÌɟØɡ ÞɰŎɟɰÍ ÑɭßÖɠÃ ÛɭÀÚɠ ȏÏÞÍɭ-    

Ñģ×ɟ ÛÝɟxċ×ɟ ĦÛɟÀÍɟÞɟÉɢ ¾ɭÙɭġ×ɟ ÒɟÈɷÃɟ ÏɰÀɟ 
yÅȕÑ ÒȓØÍɟ ÖɟÛÚÙɭÙɟ ÑÞÍɨ+ ̴Happy New 
̵̟̋̒̎Ãɠ ÏɭÛɟÌÁɭÛɟÌ yÅȕÑ ÒȕÌx ÞɰÒÙɭÙɡ ÑÞÍɭ+ 
Lħ×ɟ ÛÝɶ ad ÒʉÊ ÛÅÑ }ÍØÛȕÑ Ïɟ¿ÛɠÑÃM ßɟ 
ßȓȼÒÏɭ¿ɠÙ yÅȕÑ ÍɟÅɟ yÞÍɨ+ ιÊŘɨ{Èċ×ɟ 
ÖßɟØɟĥÈ ÖɰÊÚɟċ×ɟ ÑÛɠÑ ¾ɟ×x¾ɟØɡÌɠÍġ×ɟ fg 

ÑɟÛɟɰÒɮ¾ɥ ÅɭÖÍɭÖ e ÑɟÛɰ ÒɟÉ ÆɟÙɭÙɡ yÞÍɟÍ+ yÑ {ÍĆ×ɟÍ ÞɰŎɟɰÍ ×ɭ~Ñ Ïɟ¿Ùßɡ ßɨÍɭ- Ö¾ØÞɰŎɟɰÍ- Þȕ×x ÐÑȓ 
ØɟÜɠÍȓÑ Ö¾ØɭÍ ŢÛɭÜ ¾ØÍɨ Íɨ ȏÏÑ- ÞÌɟɰÑɠ ÀċÃ ÙÀÊÙɭġ×ɟ zÒġ×ɟ ȏßɰÏȕ  ȏÏÑÏɟεÜx¾ɭÍ ÛÝɟxÍÙɟ ÒȏßÙɟ ÙɟÙ ȏÏÛÞ 
ÒÈ¾ɟÛÌɟØɡ+ ÒʇÀÙ+ }ĕÍØɟ×Ì+ ÖɟÁɠ+ ÞȓÀɠ+ ÕɨÀÙɡ ȐÔßȕ+ ζ¿ÃÊɠ+ yÜɠ yÑɭ¾ ÑɟÛɰ ÁɭÛȕÑ ×ɭÌɟØɡ+ ÞɰŎɟɰÍ- 

'θÛη¾ÒɠιÊ×ɟ }ÛɟÃ( 9 ̴ ̵̡̛̛̘̟̖̅̎̎ ̟̟̠̒̓̒ ̡̜ ̡̒̕ ̡̡̛̛̟̠̖̟̖̜̎̔̎̚ ̜̓ ̡̒̕ ̢̛̅ ̟̜̓̚ ̛̜̒ ̛̠̖̔ ̜̓ ̡̒̕ 
zodiac into the next. Makar -Sankranti signifies the transition of the Sun from Saggitarius ( ÐÑȓ( to 
Capricorn ( Ö¾Ø(- ̆ ̟̒̒̕ ̟̎̒ 01 ̡̛̛̘̟̖̅̎̎M̠ ̒̎̐̕ ̦̟̒̎ '̛̜̒ ̜̟̓ ̒̎̐̕ ̡̡̛̛̟̠̖̖̜̎(+ ̢̡̏ ̡̒̕ ̡̜̠̚ ̢̝̜̝,
lar and significant one is Makar -Sankranti on the 14 th day of January , referred to as the 'holy 
phase of transition'. It marks the end of an inauspicious phase which begins around mid -December 
per the Hindu calendar.  

ÖßɟØɟĥŘɟÍ Åɨ ÖɟÑ ÒȓĔ×ɟÃɟ Íɨ ÀȓÅØɟÎɭÍ ÔÊɨʬ×ɟÃɟ+ zζÌ ÞɰŎɟɰÍ ¾ØɟÛɠ ÍØ ÔÊɨʬ×ɟÍ- ȑÍÎɭ ȑÍÙɟ }ĕÍØɟ×Ì 
ĞßÌÍɟÍ- ÙßɟÑÒÌɠ ÔÊɨʬ×ɟÍ zÅɨÚɠ ¾ɭÙɭġ×ɟ ÞɰŎɟɰÍɠɰċ×ɟ yÑɭ¾ zÉÛÌɠ yÅȕÑ Íɟč×ɟ zßɭÍ- z¾ɟÜɟÍ ÒɨßÌɟØɭ 
Ùɟ¿ɨ ØɰÀȐÔØɰÀɠ ÒÍɰÀ+ Þȕ×ɼÏ×ɟÒɟÞȕÑ Íɭ Þȕ×ɟxĦÍɟÒ×ʋÍ ÖɟÖɟċ×ɟ ÁØɟċ×ɟ ÀċÃɠÍȕÑ ßÛɭÍ ¾ɭÙɭÙɡ ßÅɟØɨ ÒÍɰÀ×ȓǦɭ+ ÖɟɰÅɟ 
¨ËȕÑ ¾ɟÃÙɭÙɡ ÔɨÈʃ+ ¾ɟÈÙɭġ×ɟ ÒÍɰÀɟÛȼÑ ÜɭÅɟØɟċ×ɟ ÖȓÙɟɰÔØɨÔØ ÀġÙɡÍ ¾ɭÙɭġ×ɟ ÖɟØɟÖɟĠ×ɟ+ ÒɨÈ ÕØÕȼÑ ¿ɟġÙɭÙɭ 
}ęÐɠ×ȕ+ ȒÅÙĜ×ɟ+ ÖɟÖɠ zčÅɠċ×ɟ ßɟÍÃɠ ÜʃÀÏɟĔ×ɟÃɠ κÃĆ¾ɥ 'ÒȓĔ×ɟÍ ÅÞɭ ȑÍÚÀȓÚɟÃɭ θÒÈȓ¾Ùɭ ÙɟÊȕ ÍÞɭ ÔÊɨʬ×ɟÍ 
ÁØÁȓÍɠ κÃĆ¾ɥ(+ ßɟÍÀɟÊɠÛØ ×ɭÌɟØɡ ÃɟȑÑ×ɟÖɟȑÑ×ɟ ÔɨØɰ+ zζÌ ¾ɟ× ¾ɟ×-  
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ÜɟÚɟ ¾ɦÙɭÅ ÞɰÒġ×ɟÛØ LÖɨÉɰM ģßɟ×ċ×ɟ ÀÊÔÊɠÍ ħ×ɟ ÞÀĢ×ɟ ÀÖÍɠÅÖÍɠ θÛȼÑ Àɭġ×ɟ- Û- Òȓ- ¾ɟÚɭ zÒġ×ɟ 
Û̴ÒȓÆɟx̵ ÖĘ×ɭ ßɡ ¿ɰÍ ÑɭÖ¾ɥ ȏÈÒÍɟÍ9 ̴¤¾Ïɟ ¾ɭģßɟÍØɡ ÜɟɰÍÒÌɭ ÔÞɟÛɰ zζÌ Û×ɟÑȓÞɟØ zÒÌ ¾ɟ× ¾ɟ× ÀɨĥÈɡ 
ÞɨÊġ×ɟ zßɭÍ ħ×ɟÃɟ zËɟÛɟ ĉ×ɟÛɟ- ÖÀ ÙàɟÍ ×ɭÍɰ ¾ɥ zÒÌ ÀɟÕȓÚÙɭÙɡ κÃɰÃ yÑɭ¾ ÛÝɟxÍ ¿ɟġÙɭÙɡ Ñɟßɡ+ ÅŝɭÍ 
εÖÚÌɟØɡ Òƥ×ɟÃɠ εÜήɠ ÛɟÅÛÙɭÙɡ Ñɟßɡ+ ÃÈĆ×ɟċ×ɟ ȐÔ×ɟ ÁɟÞȕÑ ÃÈ¾ɭ ʬ×ɟÛɭÍ yÞɰ zÍɟ ÛɟÈÍ Ñɟßɡ+ ¾ɟØÌ 
ÒȎØȒĦÎÍɠÑɭ ȏÏÙɭÙɭ ÃÈ¾ɭ ÞɨÞÍɟÑɟÃ ÒȓØɭÛɟÈ ÆɟÙɭÙɡ zßɭ- ¾ɫÙɡÊɨĦ¾ɨÒ Òɟħ×ÙɭÙɟ Ñɟßɡ- Þ¾xÜɠÍÙɟ Åɨ¾Ø zÒÙɭ ÖÑ 
ȎØÆÛȕ Ü¾Í Ñɟßɡ- ÍÞɰÃ ¾ɟÒÞɟÃɠ ĞßɟÍɟØɡ Ò¾ÊĔ×ɟÃɟ LÃɟÖxM ØɟßğÙɭÙɟ Ñɟßɡ- ĞßɟÍɟØɡ Ò¾ÊĔ×ɟÃɟ ÃɟÖxßɡ ØɟȏßÙɭÙɟ 
Ñɟßɡ- ¾ɟÒÞɟċ×ɟ ĞßɟÍɟØɡÑɭ }ÊÍɟ }ÊÍɟ zÒġ×ɟ ÔɟÙÒÌɠċ×ɟ Þȓ¿ɟÃɟ ¾ɟÚ Þȓ¿ɟÃɟ ĦÛÍɪÔØɨÔØ ¾Ðɠ ÑɭÙɟ Íɭ ¾ÚÙÃ 
Ñɟßɡ- ÏɨÑÏɨÑ ÖȓÙɟɰċ×ɟ Åɨʪ×ɟ ¾ȼÑ ÃɟÙÌɭ Ñɟßɡ+ θÛÈɡ ÏɟɰÊȕ Ñɟßɡ+ ÞɟÔÌɟċ×ɟ ÒɟĔ×ɟÃɭ ÓȓÀɭ ÑɟßɡÍ- ŢÛɟÞɟÍ ÔɨÀÏɟ 

zÙɟ ÍØ ¤¾ yÑɟεÖ¾ ßȓØßȕØ 
Ñɟßɡ- }ÊȕÑ ÀɭÙɭġ×ɟ ¾ɟÒÞɟċ×ɟ 
ĞßɟÍɟØɡÑɭ  ÞÀÚɭ zÑɰÏ ÑɭÙɭ- 
ĕ×ɟċ×ɟ ÔÏÙɡ ÛɟÐxĆ× ȑÍÑɭ 
zÒġ×ɟÙɟ ȏÏÙɰ- ĞßÌȕÑÃ Íɠ 
}Êȕ Ü¾Íɭ- zÒÌ ÅεÖÑɠÛØÃ 
zßɨÍ-̵  

zÅ¾ɟÙċ×ɟ θÒËɡÙɟ ¾ÏɟκÃÍ 
ÞɰŎɟɰÍɠÃɭ {Í¾ɰ Þɨ×Ø ÑÞɟÛɭ+ 
ÒÌ ¾ɨÌ ÅɟÌɨ+ ¾ÏɟκÃÍ 
iPadÛØ ¤¿ɟÏɭ ÞɰŎɟɰÍɠÃɭ app 
Èɟ¾ȕÑ ĕ×ɟ h {ɰÃɠ ÒɟÈɡÛØ 

ģßÃȓxyÙ ÒÍɰÀ }ÊÛÍ ¾ɟÈɷ ¤¾Öɭ¾ɟɰÜɠ ¾ɟÈɟ¾ɟÈɡ ¿ɭÚɟÍßɡ yÞÍɠÙ- yÞɨ- 

 ̆̒̕ ̛̛̅̒̏̎̑̎̕̕ ̢̡̛̝̙̖̖̜̏̐̎ ̡̒̎̚ ̜̓ ˶̡̡̟̜̖̒M̠ ˿̡̟̠̟̎̎̎̎̕̕ ˿̛̙̎̑̎ ̤̖̠̠̒̕ ̙̙̎ ̡̖̠ ̡̛̝̟̜̎ 
members and nonmembers a very happy New Year ahead  and hopes that the year 2013 brings 
festivity, fulfillment and satisfaction to everyone. The Maharashtra Mandal of Detroit has lined up 
exciting activities and programs for this year, to help keep the year alive.  

 ÛɭÊɟÍ ÏɩÊÙɭ ÛɠØ yʩ×ɟĕÍØ+ yÑ ÆɟÙɭ ÖɰÊÚɟÍ ¾εÖÈɡ ÖʃÔØ- 'ÈɡÒ9 zĞßɡ yĘ×à+ }ÒɟĘ×à ÛɮÀɭØɭ LÛØċ×ɟM 
ÖɰÊÚɠÑɟ L¾ɟ×x¾ÍɴM Ñģßɭ L¾ɟ×x¾ØÛÍɭM ÞÖÅÍɨ(- ØɨÅċ×ɟ ŢÒɰÃɟÍȕÑ ÛɭÚ ¾ɟËȕÑ ιÊŘɨ{ÈÖÐġ×ɟ ÖØɟÉɢ ÒɟÛÙɟÙɟ ÒȓËɭ 
ę×ɟ×Ùɟ ȑÑÁɟÙɭÙɭ ßØßȓęÑØɡ ÔɟĔ×ɟÃɭ ßɭ ¾ɟ×x¾Íɴ ħ×ɟ ÛÝɶ zÒġ×ɟÞɟÉɢ ¤¾ɟßȕÑ ¤¾ ÞØÞ ¾ɟ×xŎÖɟɰÃɠ ÖɟÚ ̈ ÛÌɟØ 
zßɭÍ- ÖØɟÉɢ ÖɟÌÞɟÙɟ ¾ÖɠÍ¾Öɠ ÍɠÑ ÍØɡ ŬǦɟĦÎɟÑɰ yÞÍɟÍ- ÒȏßÙɭ ÄŝÒÍɠ εÜÛɟÅɠ ÖßɟØɟÅ+ ÏȓÞØɭ ÒȓȻÝɨĕÍÖ 
ÙĨÖÌ ÏɭÜÒɟɰÊɭ+ yÑ ȑÍÞØɟ ÍʃÊȕÙ¾ØɟɰÃɟ ÞκÃÑ- ĕ×ɟÍġ×ɟ ÒȓÙɰÑɠ zÒġ×ɟ ÞßÅ ÜɮÙɡÍ ¤¾ ÖßɟÞĕ× ¾ȓÉɭÍØɡ εÙßȕÑ 
ÉɭÛÙɰ×- Íɭ ĞßÌÍɟÍ9 ̴z×ȓĥ×ɟÍ ÖÙɟ ÕɟÛÙɭÙɭ ¤¾ ÀȓÅ ÞɟɰÀÍɨ- }ÒÅɠθÛ¾ɭÞɟÉɢ zÛĤ×¾ yÞÌɟĠ×ɟ θÛÝ×ɟɰÃ εÜàÌ 
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ÅȼØ ĉ×ɟ- ÒɨÈɟÒɟĔ×ɟÃɟ }ʬ×ɨÀ ȒÅǥɠÑɭ ¾Øɟ+ ÒÌ ¤Ûʫ×ɟÛØÃ ÎɟɰÔȕ Ñ¾ɟ- Þɟȏßĕ×+ κÃŝ+ ÞɰÀɠÍ+ Ñɟʨ×+ εÜġÒ+ ¿ɭÚ 
ħ×ɟɰÍġ×ɟ ¤¿ɟʬ×ɟ ÍØɡ ¾ÙɭÜɠ Öɮŝɠ ÅÖÛɟ- ÒɨÈɟÒɟĔ×ɟÃɟ }ʬ×ɨÀ ÍȓĞßɟÙɟ ÅÀÛɠÙ+ ÒÌ ¾ÙɭÜɠ ÅÖÙɭÙɡ Öɮŝɠ ÍȓĞßɡ ¾ɟ 
ÅÀɟ×Ãɰ ßɭ ÞɟɰÀȕÑ Åɟ|Ù-̵   zÒġ×ɟ ¾ɟ×x¾ɟØɡÌɠÍÙɭ ÞÛx ĦÛ×ɰÞɭÛ¾ Û ÖɰÊÚɟÍÙɭ ÞÛx ÞßÕɟÀɠ ßɭ ÅÌȓ ÒȓÙɰċ×ɟ ÛɟÃġ×ɟ 
ÖɠÉɟÙɟ ÅɟÀġ×ɟÀÍ ØɨÅċ×ɟ ÒɨÈɟÒɟĔ×ɟċ×ɟ ÕɨÛØ×ɟÍȕÑ ÔɟßɭØ ÒɨßȕÑ ÎɨÊɟ ÛɭÚ z×ȓĥ× LÅÀɟ×ÃɟM Ţ×ĕÑ ¾ØÍɟÍ+ ßɭ 
η¾Íɠ ¾ɩÍȓ¾ɟĦÒÏ zßɭ-  

 For the past 15 years, Sankrant to me has been associated with the magnificent Detroit 
Auto Show. Touted as the biggest Auto -show in the world, I have spent many an hour, year after 
year, inside Cobo Hall wandering like a kid in wonderland. For the  car-struck boy who stuck stick-
ers and pictures of Lamborghinis and Corvettes walls, windows , his cricket bats, school bags, in-
side homework books and even on his tiffin box, to actually take the wheel of the cars and brands 
of his fantasy cars years later at the Detroit Auto Show, is a priceless experience.  

 z×ȓĥ×ɟÍ ¾ÐɠÍØɡ ¤¾ ¾ɦÛɴÈ 'Corvette) ĉ×ɟ×Ãɠ ßɭ Û× ÛÝx Ïßɟ yÞÍɟÑɟ ÒɟȏßÙɭÙɭ ĦÛĚÑ yÅȕÑ ÒȕÌx ÆɟÙɭ 
ÑÞÙɭ ÍØɡ yÜɠ ĦÛĚÑɰ ģ×Îx ÑÞÍɟÍ ßɭ ÏØ ÛÝɶ ÅɟÑɭÛɟØɡÍ ¾ɨÔɨ ßɦÙÖĘ×ɭ ÀɭÙɭ ¾ɥ ÅɟÌÛÍɭ- ħ×ɟ ÛÝɶċ×ɟ Üɨ ÖĘ×ɭ 
ÑÛɠÑ 2014 Stingray Corvette ÒȏßÙɡ yÑ ÒɟÛÑ ÆɟÙɨ- ¤¾ɟ àÌɟÍ η¾ÍɠÍØɡ ÛÝx ÖɟÀɭ ÀɭÙɨ- yÓÙɟÍȕÑ ÀɟÊɠ- 
ÙÍɟ ÖɰÀɭÜ¾Ø+ ÖɨßĞÖÏ ØÓɥɰċ×ɟ zÛɟÅɟÍÙɡ ÅɟÏȕ+ z|ċ×ɟ ßɟÍċ×ɟ zÖÈɡÃɠ ÃÛ+ ÔɭÊɭ¾Øɟɰċ×ɟ εÖÞɟÚɠÍġ×ɟ ÍØɷÍÙɟ 
ÆÈ¾ɟ+ ÖÐȓÔɟÙɟċ×ɟ yεÕÑɟ×ɟÍÙɟ εÖĤ¾ɥÙÒÌɟ+ ÎɨØġ×ɟ ÔċÃÑÞɟßɭÔɟɰÃɭ ÒÊÏɟ ÓɟÊȕÑ ÔɟßɭØ ×ɭÌɟØɭ }ĕÍȓɰÀ ģ×ȒĆÍÖĕÛ+ 
ħ×ɟ ÀɨĥÈɡ ÅÜɟ ÜĜÏɟÍ Ò¾Êɟ×Ãɟ ÓɨÙ Ţ×ĕÑ ¾Øɟ×Ãɟ ÑÞÍɨ+ }ÙÈ ĕ×ɟ Ţĕ×à ÒɟßȕÑ+ ¥¾ȕÑ+ ¿ɟ~ÑÃ yÑȓÕÛɟ×ċ×ɟ 
yÞÍɟÍ+ ÍÜɠ ÑȓÞÍɠ ÔÁȕÑ Ě×ɟ×Ãɠ ßɡ Corvette ÀɟÊɠ- θÛÝ× ȑÑÁɟÙɟÃ zßɭ ÍØ ȸĥÈɡÑÜɟ ÃËÛĔ×ɟÍ {ÈɟÙɡ×Ñ 
Àɟʪ×ɟɰÃɟ ßɟÍ ¾ɨÌ ÐØÌɟØ> ¤¾ɟÃ ÛɭÚɭÙɟ ¾ɟÑ zζÌ ÊɨÚɭ ÏɨÁɟɰÑɟ Þȓ¿ÛÌɟĠ×ɟ ¤¾ɟßȕÑ ¤¾ z¾Ýx¾ Àɟʪ×ɟ ħ×ɟ 
{ÈɟεÙ×Ñ Ùɨ¾ɟɰÑɠ zÒġ×ɟÙɟ ȏÏġ×ɟ- ÓɭØɟØɡ+ ÙɟĞÔɨȑÁxÑɠ+ yġÓɟ ØɨεÖ×ɨ+ ¾ɟÞɟεÙÑɠ+ ȐÔÆɟȎØÑɠ+ ÔȓÀɟĕÍɠ+ ÔÍɼÑɠ+ 
ÓɨÑɟxÞɟØɡ+ yÜɟ ÒɟÁÚɟ×Ùɟ ÙɟÛÌɟĠ×ɟ ÑɟÛɟɰÑɠ ×ɭÌɟĠ×ɟ ħ×ɟ {ÈɟεÙ×Ñ ÞȓɰÏ×ɟʋÖÐÙɡ ÖɟÆɠ ÖɟÐȓØɡ ȏÏνàÍ ĞßÌÅɭ 
̴˿ ̡̠̟̖̎̒̎ ̵̢̡̡̡̟̜̝̜̟̃̎̒- ØɰÀȼÒ+ ÃɟÙÐɟÙ+ ¾ȗÍɠ ¾ÍȓxĕÛ+ ¾ÜɟÍ ÜɨÐȕÑßɡ yÒÙĨ× ÞɟÒÊÌɟØ Ñɟßɡ yÜɠ Íɠ 
yεÕÑɭŝɠ yÑ ßɡ ÖɨÈɟØ- ÀɭÙɡ yÑɭ¾ ÛÝx ÖÙɟ ßɡ ÄÚÍɭ zßɭ yÑ Öɠßɡ ÕɟØÍ ÕȕÝÌ η¾ɰÛɟ ŢÏɡÒ ¾ȓÖɟØċ×ɟ ÐɠØɨÏɟĕÍ 
Ñɟ×¾ɟŢÖɟÌɭ ȑÍÃɟ ÄÚ ÞɨÞÍɨ×+ yÑ ÍØɡßɡ ÏØ ÛÝɶ ȑÍÃɠ ¤¾ ÆÙ¾ εÖÚÛɟ×Ùɟ ȑÍÍ¾ɟÃ ßÙ¾È ÔÑȕÑ Öɠ ÒØÍ 
¾ɨÔɨ ßɦÙÖÐɭ ßÅɟØ ßɨÍɨÃ- zÖÃɟ ¤¾ÍÓɻ ØɨÖɟęÞn yÅȕÑ yÑɭ¾ ÛÝx yÞɟÃ ÃɟÙȕ ØɟßÌɟØ- yÞɨ- ̴ÖɟȻÍɠ+̵ ̴ÒȑǪÑɠ̵ 
yÜɠ ÐɟεÖx¾- ÞɟȒĕÛ¾ ÑɟÛɰ ÐɟØÌ ¾ØÌɟĠ×ɟ Àɟʪ×ɟɰċ×ɟ ÏɭÜɟÍȕÑ ÞØÚ {Îɭ Àɟʪ×ɟɰċ×ɟ ØɟÅÐɟÑɠÍ ×ɭ~Ñ ÒÊÙɨ+ ßɭ ÖɟÆɰ 
ÕɟĈ× zßɭ-   

 In this Sankrant edition of Snehbandh, we have put together some interesting reading for 
you, contributed by some of our pen -premi patrons. In the following pages you will read the new 
President of MMD, Kiran Ingle M̠ manogat. Prafulla Kharkar  presents an interesting take on the 
application of the principles of Bhagvad Gita in leadership at your work place, which makes good 
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reading. Tushar Samant  presents his romance with cars on a light note . Sanjay Ahire  comes with 
a hilarious blooper. Anjali Vale  portrays Swami Vivekananda for us. Not many may know that this 
̦̟̒̎M̠ ̡̛̛̘̟̅̎̎ ̟̘̠̎̚ ̤̖̅̎̚ ̛̛̖̣̘̈̒̎̎̑̎M̠ 04/th anniversary, so it is apt we pay our homage to 
this luminary. There are some eminently readable poems by talented poets, among our patrons. 
Nachiket contributes an unusual recipe. What would we be without our kind sponsors? We gratui-
tously acknowledge the generosity of all our sponsors and their share in making this magazine and 
the events at MMD possible.  

 ̆̒̕ ̣̖̏̒ ̛̖ ˿˿˶M̠ ̛̤̜̟̘̖̔ ̡̡̜̖̐̒̒̚̚ ̖̠ ̣̟̦̒ ̡̛̟̖̒̒̔̒̐ ̛̎̑ ̡̝̜̠̖̖̣̒ ̛̎̑ ̢̜̝̙̙̦̒̓̕ ̡̒̕ ̛̒,
thusiasm, passion, sweat and blood put in by  our committee members, volunteers and participants 
rubs off on everyone.  ̉ ̒ ̙̠̜̎ ̜̝̒̕ ̢̦̜ ̛̗̜̦̒ ̡̜̦̑̎M̠ JALLOSH  celebration, and bless us with 
your patronage at all the events to come during the year.  

˺̟̒̒M̠ ̛̤̖̠̖̔̕ ̛̣̟̦̜̒̒̒ ̎ ̛̟̔̎̑ ̛̟̏̎̑ ̛̤̒ ̦̟̒̎+ ̛̖̎̔̎!! ˼̖̎ ˺̛̖̑+ ˼̖̎ ˿̡̟̠̟̎̎̎̎̕̕! 
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Wake up Bharat, enlighten the world! 

Awake, arise, and stop not till the goal is 

reached. ς Swami Vivekananda 
 

 The silent unpublicized date of January 12th that came just before the 

festival of Makar Sankranti, is a very important day in the Hindu calendar. The 

12th of January happens to be the birthday of the Hindu luminary - Swami 

Vivekananda. This year is even more significant in that it is the 150th birth anni-

versary of Swami Vivekananda.  

Swami Vivekanada, a Leader, a Visionary, a Scholar, a Philosopher and a Saint 

that any nation would have been proud to mother, was born Narendranath 

Dutta, with a silver spoon in his mouth to the wealthy aristocratic couple Vish-

wanath Dutta and Bhuvaneshwari Devi in Kolkata in 1863. The blazing trail of 

bŀǊŜƴŘǊŀΩǎ ƭƛŦŜ ǿŀǎ ǘƻ ƭŀǎǘ Ƨǳǎǘ оф ȅŜŀǊǎΣ ōǳǘ ŜǾŜƴ ƛƴ ǘƘŀǘ ǎƳŀƭƭ ŀ ǎǇŀƴ Ƙƛǎ ƛƳǇŀŎǘŦǳƭ ƭƛŦŜ ǊŜǾƻƭǳǘƛƻƴƛȊŜŘ ǘƘŜ ǿŀȅ ǘƘŜ 

world looked at our Bharat, and made us Bharatians introspective and aware of our own hidden strengths.  

!ǎ ȅƻǳƴƎ bŀǊŜƴŘǊŀ ƎǊŜǿ ǳǇΣ ƘŜ ŦƻǳƴŘ Ƙƛǎ ŎŀƭƭƛƴƎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ά.ǊŀƘƳƻ {ŀƳŀƧέΣ ŀƴ ƻǊƎŀƴƛȊŀǘƛƻƴ ǘƘŀǘ ǿŀǎ ǘƻ ǇŀǾŜ ǘƘŜ 

road for reformation in India. His mother was a constant inspiration to his life and work. His father gave him the advice: 

ά5ƻ ƴƻǘ ōŜ ǎǳǊǇǊƛǎŜŘ ŀǘ ŀƴȅǘƘƛƴƎέΦ [ƛŦŜ ƛǎ Ŧǳƭƭ ƻŦ ǎǳǊǇǊƛǎŜǎ ŀƴŘ ƛŦ ǿŜ ŀǊŜ ǇǊŜǇŀǊŜŘΣ ǿŜ Ŏŀƴ ǊŜƳŀƛƴ ƛƴ ōŀƭŀƴŎŜΦ bŀǊŜƴŘǊŀΩǎ 

ƛƴƛǘƛŀƭ ōŜƭƛŜŦǎ ǿŜǊŜ ƳƻƭŘŜŘ ƛƴ .ǊŀƘƳƻ ǇƘƛƭƻǎƻǇƘȅ ǘƘŀǘ ŦƻƭƭƻǿŜŘ ŀ ΨŦƻǊƳƭŜǎǎΩ DƻŘΣ ŘŜǾƻƛŘ ƻŦ ŀƴȅ ǇƘȅǎƛŎŀƭ ǊŜǇǊŜǎŜƴǘŀǘƛƻƴΦ 

!ǎ bŀǊŜƴŘǊŀΩǎ ǘƘƻǳƎƘǘǎ ŜǾƻƭǾŜŘΣ ƘŜ ǿƻƴŘŜǊŜŘ ƛŦ DƻŘ ŀƴŘ ǊŜƭƛƎƛƻƴ ǘƻƎŜǘƘŜǊ ŎƻǳƭŘ ōŜ ƛƴǘŜƎǊŀǘŜŘ ǘƻƎŜǘƘŜǊ ǘƻ ƘŜƭǇ ŎǊŜŀǘŜ 

ŀƴ ΨƛƴǘŜǊƴŀƭΩ ƎǊƻǿǘƘ ŀƴŘ ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇƳŜƴǘ ƛƴ ŀ ƘǳƳŀƴ ōŜƛƴƎΦ  

The Narendra who went with a confused mind and lot of questions to meet his to-be Guru - Swami Rama-

ƪǊƛǎƘƴŀ tŀǊŀƳƘŀƴǎ ŀǘ 5ŀƪǎƘƛƴŜǎǿŀǊ ƛƴ муум ŘƛŘƴΩǘ ǊŜǘǳǊƴ ǘƘŜ ǎŀƳŜ ƳŀƴΦ {ǿŀƳƛ wŀƳŀƪǊƛǎƘƴŀ tŀǊŀƳƘŀƴǎ ǘǳǊƴŜŘ bŀǊπ

ŜƴŘǊŀΩǎ ƭƛŦŜ ŀǊƻǳƴŘΦ Lǘ ǿŀǎ tŀǊŀƳƘŀƴǎ ǿƘƻ ǎŜǘ bŀǊŜƴŘǊŀ ƻƴ ǘƘŜ ǇŀǘƘ ƻŦ ǊŜƴǳƴŎƛŀǘƛƻƴ ŦƻǊ ǘƘŜ ǊŜŀƭƛȊŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ DƻŘΦ Iƛǎ ƭƛŦŜ 

ǿŀǎ ŎƻƳǇƭŜǘŜƭȅ ŎƘŀƴƎŜŘ ŀƴŘ ǘǳǊƴŜŘ άƛƴǿŀǊŘέΦ Lƴ Ƙƛǎ ǿƻǊŘǎ ƘŜ ǊŜŀƭƛȊŜŘ ǘƘŀǘ άreform has to begin inside, the solution 

for any life problem is found in the spiritέΦ ¢ƘŜ ǘŜŀŎƘŜǊ-disciple bond between Swami Ramakrishna Paramhans and 

Swami Vivekananda is veritably well known to us. 

¦Ǉƻƴ {ǿŀƳƛ tŀǊŀƳƘŀƴǎΩ ŘŜƳƛǎŜΣ bŀǊŜƴŘǊŀΣ ƴƻǿ ƪƴƻǿƴ ŀǎ {ǿŀƳƛ ±ƛǾŜƪŀƴŀƴŘŀΣ ǘƻǳǊŜŘ ǘƘŜ ŜƴǘƛǊŜ ŎƻǳƴǘǊȅ ŦƻǊ 

about 5 years as a Parivrâjaka, a vagabond monk with no attachments or possessions.  The travels opened his eyes to 

ǘƘŜ ǇǊƻōƭŜƳǎ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ƴŀǘƛƻƴΦ Lǘ ǎŀŘŘŜƴŜŘ ƘƛƳ ǘƻ ǘƘƛƴƪ ǘƘŀǘ ƻǳǊ Ψ.ƘŀǊŀǘΩ ŎƛǾƛƭƛȊŀǘƛƻƴΣ ƻƴŎŜ ǎƻ ǊƛŎƘΣ ǇƻǿŜǊŦǳƭΣ ǇǊƻǎǇŜǊƻǳǎ 

and evolved, had now fallen so low and deep.   

Iƛǎ ŦŜŜǘ ǘƻƻƪ ƘƛƳ ǘƻ YŀƴȅŀƪǳƳŀǊƛΣ ǿƘŜǊŜ ƻƴ ǘƘŜ ƧǳǘǘƛƴƎ ǊƻŎƪ ά{ǊƛǇŀŀŘŀ ǎƘƛƭŀέ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ǎŜŀ ƘŜ ǊŜƳƛƴƛǎŎŜŘ ŦƻǊ ǘƘǊŜŜ 

days and nights on the past, present and the future of Bharat. He arose on the third day with a definite vision of One 

LƴŘƛŀΦ IŜ ǿŀǎ ŎƻƴǾƛƴŎŜŘ ǘƘŀǘΥ άWe as a nation have lost our individuality and that is the cause of all mischief in India. 

We have to raise the masses." 

In his own words: άhƴŜ Ǿƛǎƛƻƴ L Ŏŀƴ ǎŜŜ ŎƭŜŀǊ ŀǎ ƭƛŦŜ ōŜŦƻǊŜ ƳŜ ǘƘŀǘ ǘƘŜ ŀƴŎƛŜƴǘ aƻǘƘŜǊ Ƙŀǎ ŀǿŀƪŜƴŜŘ ƻƴŎŜ 

more, sitting on her throne rejuvenated, more glorious than ever. Proclaim her to the entire world with the voice of 

ǇŜŀŎŜ ŀƴŘ ōŜƴŜŘƛŎǘƛƻƴέ. This was his plan of action for the future. The rest is history. 
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Thereafter, Swami Vivekananda, rejuvenated by the One India vision, set about blowing energy into Bharat 

which was indulging in self-loathe. He exhorted, scolded, awakened, and polarized the masses with his words. ά¢Ƙƛǎ ƛǎ 

ǘƘŜ ŀƴŎƛŜƴǘ ƭŀƴŘΣ ǿƘŜǊŜ ǿƛǎŘƻƳ ƳŀŘŜ ƛǘǎ ƘƻƳŜ ōŜŦƻǊŜ ƛǘ ǿŜƴǘ ƛƴǘƻ ŀƴȅ ƻǘƘŜǊ ŎƻǳƴǘǊȅΧ IŜǊŜ ƛǎ ǘƘŜ ǎŀƳŜ LƴŘƛŀ ǿƘƻǎŜ 

ǎƻƛƭ Ƙŀǎ ōŜŜƴ ǘǊƻŘŘŜƴ ōȅ ǘƘŜ ŦŜŜǘ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ƎǊŜŀǘŜǎǘ ǎŀƎŜǎ ǘƘŀǘ ŜǾŜǊ ƭƛǾŜŘΧ [ƻƻƪ ōŀŎƪΣ ǘƘŜǊŜŦƻǊŜΣ ŀǎ ŦŀǊ ŀǎ ȅƻǳ ŎŀƴΣ ŘǊƛƴƪ 

deep of the eternal fountains that are behind, and after that look forward, march forward, and make India brighter, 

ƎǊŜŀǘŜǊΣ ƳǳŎƘ ƘƛƎƘŜǊΣ ǘƘŀƴ ǎƘŜ ŜǾŜǊ ǿŀǎΦέ   

To άǎŜǘ ƛƴ Ƴƻǘƛƻƴ ŀ ƳŀŎƘƛƴŜǊȅ ǿƘƛŎƘ ǿƛƭƭ ōǊƛƴƎ ƴƻōƭŜǎǘ ƛŘŜŀǎ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ ŘƻƻǊǎǘŜǇ ƻŦ ŜǾŜƴ ǘƘŜ ǇƻƻǊŜǎǘ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ 

ƳŜŀƴŜǎǘέ, Vivekananda chose to use the Vedanta philosophy (based on the interpretation of Adi Shankaracharya) as 

his tool of choice. The Vedanta tells us: 

Each soul is potentially divine. The goal is to manifest this Divinity within by controlling nature, external and 

internal. Do this either by work, or worship, or mental discipline, or philosophyτby one, or more, or all of theseτ

and be free. This is the whole of religion. Doctrines, or dogmas, or rituals, or books, or temples, or forms, are but sec-

ondary details. 

So synonymous did Swami Vivekananda become with his one-nation vision that Rabindranath Tagore while 

speaking to Noble laureate Romain Rolland, summed it up beautifully in one line "If you want to know India, study 

VivekanandaϦΦ {ǳŎƘ ǿŀǎ ǘƘŜ ŦƻǊŎŜ ƻŦ ±ƛǾŜƪŀƴŀƴŘŀΩǎ ƛƳǇŀŎǘΦ 

Swami Vivekananda was influential not just in Bengal and India, but was equally revered outside too, in the 

Europe and United States of America. He was very active spreading the awareness about Hindu faith through Yoga. The 

±ŜŘŀƴǘŀ {ƻŎƛŜǘȅΣ ±ƛǾŜƪŀƴŀƴŘŀΩǎ ŜǎǘŀōƭƛǎƘƳŜƴǘΣ ǎǇǊŜŀŘ ƛǘǎ Ǌƻƻǘǎ ƻǾŜǊ LƴŘƛŀ ŀƴŘ ŀōǊƻŀŘΦ  

άJust tolerance of other faith is not enough, but one should wholeheartedly accept that each faith is capable 

of leading its followers to the ultimate destiny and goal human lifeέ said Swamiji in his soul shaking speech at the Par-

liament of World Religions in Chicago in 1893. Among all the proponents of their respective religions who had come to 

speak, Swamiji was the only speaker who addressed the crowd by saying ά{ƛǎǘŜǊǎ ŀƴŘ .ǊƻǘƘŜǊǎ ƻŦ !ƳŜǊƛŎŀέΦ Sure 

enough he captivated the global audience with his wisdom and all-inclusive acknowledgement of all faiths. He is con-

sidered as a pioneer of interfaith and harmony.  

Swami Vivekanada wrote books to elaborate his vision and these books became well-known as the four paths of 

Yoga:Karma Yoga (Yoga of Actions), Jnana Yoga (Yoga of Knowledge), Bhakti Yoga (Yoga of Devotion) and Dhyana Yoga 

(Yoga of Self Control). 

The ultimate goal of Realization can be achieved by selecting one or a combination of more than one of these paths of 

Yoga, as may suit the individual. 

Yoga, in simple words means a union with GOD, or becoming one with the higher consciousness. Each of us is 

free to explore the union with this higher consciousness in our own way. But most of us move around in this world 

wearing a veil of bias, intolerance and ignorance. We see the outer world from behind this veil of Ignorance, whose 

fabric is made up of a lot of things such as our upbringing, culture we grow up in, religion, genetics, and our education. The four 

paths of Yoga help in uplifting the veils and realize GOD within us and in others.  

¢ƘŜ ǉǳŜǎǘƛƻƴ ƛǎΣ Řƻ ǿŜ ƪƴƻǿ ƻǳǊǎŜƭǾŜǎΚ  ¢ƘŜ ōƛƎƎŜǎǘ ǉǳŜǎǘƛƻƴ ƛǎ ƴƻǘ άǿƘƻ ŀƳ LΚέ  9ǾŜƴ ƛŦ ǿŜ ƘŀǾŜ ƴƻǘ ŘƻƴŜ ŀƴȅ 

ǎǇƛǊƛǘǳŀƭ ƻǊ ǎŎǊƛǇǘǳǊŀƭ ǊŜŀŘƛƴƎΣ ǿŜ ŀƭƭ ƪƴƻǿ ǘƘŀǘ ǿŜ ŀǊŜ ƳƻǊŜ ǘƘŀƴ ǘƘƛǎ ōƻŘȅΦ ¢ƘŜ άōƻŘȅέ ƛǎ Ƨǳǎǘ ŀ ƳŀǘŜǊƛŀƭ ǇƘȅǎƛŎŀƭ ǘƘƛƴƎΣ 

ōǳǘ άLέΣ ƛǎ ǘƘŜ ǎǇƛǊƛǘ ƻǊ ǘƘŜ ŜƴŜǊƎȅ ǘƘŀǘ ŜȄƛǎǘǎ ōŜȅƻƴŘ ǘƘŜ ǇƘȅǎƛŎŀƭ ǊŜŀƭƳ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ΨōƻŘȅΩΦ 

So, do we really know our own personality, our own nature? It seems that a lot of our energy goes into putting façade 

that people want to see. Most of us invest in   pleasing people at the expense of not being truly our own selves.  
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There is a story in Mahabharata which interestingly points out how the same things are seen differently by two 

people, the story of Yudhisthira and Duryoudhana. Yudhisthira was known as righteous-dharmik personality, while 

Duryoudhana was infamous for his wickedness and villainy. Both these princes were asked to go around in the city and 

report on their opinion about it. The just Yudhisthira came back saying, all people were basically good and warm 

hearted, and make mistakes only because of circumstances. Duryoudhana, on the other hand, said that all the civilians 

of the city were evil and they were good only until they got chance to do something bad. Each of us is unique in our 

own way and we tend to see the world not differently than our own innate nature. 

 {ǿŀƳƛ ±ƛǾŜƪŀƴŀƴŘŀ ƻŦǘŜƴ ǊŜŦŜǊǊŜŘ ǘƻ ƘƛƳǎŜƭŦ ŀǎ άǾƻƛŎŜ ǿƛǘƘƻǳǘ ŦƻǊƳέΦ IŜ ǿŀǎ ǾŜǊȅ ƳǳŎƘ ŀƎŀƛƴǎǘ ǘŜƳǇƭŜǎΣ ƻǊ 

rituals. If we can reflect upon his teachings, and going forward if we can try to lead our own life according to his teach-

ƛƴƎǎΣ ǿŜ ǿƛƭƭ ƘŀǾŜ ǎŜǘ ƻǳǊǎŜƭǾŜǎ ǳǇƻƴ ǘƘŜ ǇŀǘƘ ƻŦ ƘŀǇǇƛƴŜǎǎ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ ŜǘŜǊƴŀƭ ǘǊǳǘƘΦ Lƴ {ǿŀƳƛ ±ƛǾŜƪŀƴŀƴŘŀΩǎ ƻǿƴ ǿƻǊŘǎ: 

ά²Ŝ ŀǊŜ ǿƘŀǘ ƻǳǊ ǘƘƻǳƎƘǘǎ ƘŀǾŜ ƳŀŘŜ ǳǎΤ ǎƻ ǘŀƪŜ ŎŀǊŜ ŀōƻǳǘ ǿƘŀǘ ȅƻǳ ǘƘƛƴƪΦ ²ƻǊŘǎ ŀǊŜ ǎŜŎƻƴŘŀǊȅΦ ¢ƘƻǳƎƘǘǎ ƭƛǾŜΤ 

they travel far."  

 If we can take inspiration from the life and travails of Swami Vivekanada, invest some time in understanding his 

philosophy and in the study of Vedanta  or our Hindu scriptures, we would have taken our first steps towards peace, 

happiness and contentment.   Swami Vivekananda's gospel was one of hope, faith and strength. He never succumbed 

to despair, for he knew that India was capable of expansion and growth. His clarion call to the nation was: "Awake, 

arise, and stop not till the goal is reached." 
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The Thanedar Foundation was setup by Dr. Shri Thanedar and his wife 
Shashi Thanedar. Both of them are actively involved in running the 
foundation.  

Foundation Mission:  

The Thanedar Foundation has a two pronged focus. It's mission is to  
 
Å To provide mentoring to budding entrepreneurs, journalists and researchers in social sciences. 
Å To provide a platform for upcoming artists practicing Indian performing arts.  

Visit Thanedar.com for further details.  
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From the Battlefield to the Boardroomς Prafulla Kharkar 
 

μμ Aum Gum Ganapataye Namah: || 

μμ Aum Namo Vasudevay Namah: || 

                                      verse 2.55 

ϦWhen a man completely casts off, O Partha, all the desires of 

the mind, and is satisfied in the Self by the Self, then is he said 

to be one of steady Wisdom." 

     

 

 

 For millions of devotees all over the world spread across all cultures, the Bhagavad Gita is a blueprint for life. 

CƻǊ ǘƘŜ ƻǘƘŜǊǎ ǿƘƻ ƘŀǾŜƴΩǘ ŀŘƻǇǘŜŘ ƛǘΣ it has made for intriguing reading nonetheless. Although the literal meaning of 

Bhagavad Gita is "Song of God", it is not a religious text or book. 

 In the great epic of Maharashtra, Arjuna, the warrior king found himself in a dilemma as he stood to face his 

opponents in war. His opponents were his cousins, teachers, former friends and other family members. Arjuna refused 

to fight a just war. His conditioned intelligence and a flickering mind coupled with a false ego, offered excuses 

to avoid performing the painstaking duties. He was hesitant in the tough decision-making required of an effective 

Leader. The Bhagvad Gita is !ǊƧǳƴŀΩǎ journey under the guidance of Lord Shri Krishna, a journey of intelligence, progres-

sion of mind and ego, a journey from confusion to clarity, the change from perception to purity and the movement 

from I-ness to Happ-i-ness. 

 In this transformational journey where Shri Krishna guides Arjuna , a leader in making, to move away 

from decisions driven by anxiety towards more stable answers. It is where Shri Krishna enlightens Arjuna that his rejec-

tion of duties was caused due to the Tamas Guna (under the influence of the quality of ignorance, inertness and inac-

tivity) instead of Satva Guna (to perform duties with equally calm manner in all situations of life - whether it is prosper-

ity or adversity). 

 Arjuna as a child had such a focused mind that when asked to hit in the eye of the bird, he could only see a 

bird's eye and nothing else. But his transformation from a kid to a confused adult on the battlefield of Kurukshetra, 

where his bewildered mind was not allowing him to take aim at his enemies, demonstrates how the experiences of ma-

terialistic life and passion of bodily attachments converts a steady mind into a flickering flame. 

 Towards the end of Bhagavad Gita, Arjuna declares (verse 18.73) that all delusions of his have now been de-

stroyed and recognitions are gained. The rest of the story of how he became a rejuvenated warrior of tremendous 

strength and valor is quite well-known to all students of the great classic "Mahabharata".  

If you put Arjuna on today's business magic quadrant, where X-axis is Karma and Y-axis is Dharma, then the Arjuna at 

the beginning of the Bhagavad Gita was in the first quadrant,  and the Arjuna at the end of the Gita had progressed to 

the fourth quadrant. The Bhagavad Gita, to me, is that journey of Arjuna from Q1 to Q4. 

 Generally the Bhagavad Gita is gets regard in a spiritual context. Here, I am attempting to find answers in this 

book for today's leaders to get balanced success in a stressful corporate life. Bear in mind that I am simply a learner of 

Bhagavad Gita and in no way any authority to her spiritual depths. These are just my personal notes in my attempt to 
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study Bhagavad Gita to seek guidance from ancient scriptures regarding complex decision making, right actions and 

performance of duties which will help everyone around me to be more successful. 

 

 The entire 18 chapters, 700 plus verses of Bhagavad Gita demonstrate two supreme ideas -  

мΦ Shri Krishna's articulation to harmonize different ideas (Yogas), and, 

нΦ Performance of duty without attachment but with a strong purpose. 

 

 Leaders need these two qualities at every stage. Today's world is more intermingled than ever before, and your 

ideas are not simply specific to your products or your people any more. Ideas are complex and impact a variety of 

classes and masses to the core.  

Disclaimer: In this article, I am highlighting few key leadership qualities reflected in Bhagavad Gita. As with any concept, 

this too is a work in progress and constructive ideas, criticism and expressions. If you have any suggestion, please feel 

free to share your ideas, as this is still work in progress and will immensely help me. 

  

мΦ WORKPLACE - Dharmakshetra 

Verse 1.1 άDhritarashtra said" O Sanjaya, after my sons and the sons of Pandu assembled in the place of pilgrimage 

ŀǘ YǳǊǳƪǎŜǘǊŀΣ ŘŜǎƛǊƛƴƎ ǘƻ ŦƛƎƘǘΣ ǿƘŀǘ ŘƛŘ ǘƘŜȅ ŘƻΚέ 

 It is very interesting to note that ǘƘŜ ŦƛǊǎǘ ǿƻǊŘ ƻŦ .ƘŀƎŀǾŀŘ Dƛǘŀ ƛǎ Ϧ5ƘŀǊƳŀƪǎƘŜǘǊŜϦΦ Ψ5ƘŀǊƳŀΩ ƛǎ ǊƛƎƘǘŜƻǳǎƴŜǎǎ 

ŀƴŘ ΨYǎƘŜǘǊŀΩ ƛǎ ǇƭŀŎŜΦ ¢Ƙƛǎ ǾŜǊǎŜ ŎƻǳƭŘ ƘŀǾŜ ōŜŜƴ Ƨǳǎǘ ǎǘŀǊǘŜŘ ǿƛǘƘ ϦYǳǊǳƪǎƘŜǘǊŜϦΣ ŀ ƴŀƳŜ ƻŦ ŀ ǇƭŀŎŜ ǿƘŜǊŜ ²ŀǊ ƛǎ ǘŀƪπ

ing place and still the meaning of the verse would not have been altered. But calling it "Dharmakshetra" is indication 

that it is not just a place of war but it is the place where righteousness dwells. 

The first lesson for leadership in this context is to understand that the work place is "Dharmakshetra". It is not just any 

place but it is the place where everyday people leave their near & dear ones, to work and support their leader's vision.  

 άϦLǘΩǎ ƛƳǇƻǊǘŀƴǘ ǘƘŀǘ ǘƘŜ ŎƻƳǇŀƴȅ ōŜ ŀ ŦŀƳƛƭȅΣ ǘƘŀǘ ǇŜƻǇƭŜ ŦŜŜƭ ǘƘŀǘ ǘƘŜȅϥǊŜ ǇŀǊǘ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ŎƻƳǇŀƴȅΣ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŀǘ 

the company is like a family to them. When you treat people that way, you get better productivity." 

τ Google CEO Larry Page, on building a successful workplace. (Google is consistently quoted as one of the best compa-

nies to work for, year after year by many evaluating agencies). 

 Leaders create a workplace which is a Dharmakshetra - with their every decision, with every communication 

and with every action! In many cases, it may not be possible to control every parameter for a larger group within or-

ganization but it is always possible to incept it in a smaller circle of influence and demonstrate success for others to 

follow. 

 Robert Levering, Co-founder of Great place to work, who has written 8 books and countless news articles and 

journals on this topic, came up with 5 dimensional work model to convert a bad workplace into a great motivational 

employment location -  

Credibility,  

Respect,  

Fairness,  

Pride  and  Camaraderie.  
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 Essentially, a Leader needs to create a righteous workplace where people trust the people they work for, take 

pride in what they do and enjoy the people they work with.  

 

нΦ SERVICE  

Verse 3.19 ά²ƛǘƘƻǳǘ ōŜƛƴƎ ŀǘǘŀŎƘŜŘ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ ŦǊǳƛǘǎ ƻŦ ŀŎǘƛǾƛǘƛŜǎΣ ƻƴŜ ǎƘƻǳƭŘ ŀŎǘ ŀǎ ŀ ƳŀǘǘŜǊ ƻŦ ŘǳǘȅΣ ŦƻǊ ōȅ ǿƻǊƪƛƴƎ 

ǿƛǘƘƻǳǘ ŀǘǘŀŎƘƳŜƴǘΣ ƻƴŜ ŀǘǘŀƛƴǎ ǘƘŜ ǎǳǇǊŜƳŜ όǊŜǎǳƭǘǎύΦέ 

 !ŎŎƻǊŘƛƴƎ ǘƻ .ƘŀƎŀǾŀŘ DƛǘŀΣ ŀŎǘƛƻƴǎ ǇŜǊŦƻǊƳŜŘ ǿƛǘƘ ŀ ƳƛƴŘ ŦƛȄŀǘŜŘ ƻƴ ǊŜǎǳƭǘǎΣ ŘŜŜǇŜƴǎ ǘƘŜ ΨǾŀǎŀƴŀǎΩ - bad ten-

dencies - in the mind. In this verse, Krishna informs Arjuna to stay focused on the action and performance of the duties, 

and not be worried about the end results because any attachments could and would result in deviations from the path 

of service.  

 Leaders who can think may be good analysts, but can never be effective until they learn to enact their ideas 

according to the duty of the role they are performing. A duty of a Leader is to serve others and not be served by oth-

ers.     

 The thing that lies at the foundation of positive change, the way I see it, is service to a fellow human being"  

τ  Lee Iacocca  

 A Leader is not the proprietor of the organization, but a helper who mentors and supports others to succeed. 

Many people see the Leader as the person on top - the one with the perks, privileges and praise. But truth is Leaders 

are actually at the bottom of the  pyramid. It is the Leader who bears the responsibility for the group, and not vice 

versa. The Leader is a servant of all, not the one to be served. If you look around, contrary to popular belief, Leadership 

stays with only those who are ready to serve others without focusing their mind on their personal gains. History dem-

onstrates that most successful leaders were most effective servants. They considered their duty to fight for the cause 

of others without worrying about the end results. There is one common aspect in all effective leaders: They begin with 

the end in the mind but are not too much worried or attached to the end results. They all know they may be chasing 

impossible dreams, but at the same time they were also confident that if they perform their duties and focus on work-

ing towards that aim, every day will bring them closer to their results. Not getting attached to the end result helps 

avoid disappointments, discouragement and pain caused from intermediary failures. An effective Leader seeks out 

new ways of performing duty (Dharma), and and harnesses an attitude to serve a bigger cause.   

 

оΦ RESPONSIBILITY 

Verse 3.21 άWhatever action a great man performs, common men follow. And whatever standards he sets by exem-

ǇƭŀǊȅ ŀŎǘǎΣ ŀƭƭ ǘƘŜ ǿƻǊƭŘ ǇǳǊǎǳŜǎΦέ 

The Bhagavad Gita in verse 3.21 explains that people in general always require a role model, a Leader who can teach 

them by practical behavior. It also means that whatever decision or action a Leader takes, common 

men follow. Leaders hold a tremendous potential to positively influence the surroundings.  

ϦThe price of greatness is responsibility." 

- Winston Churchill 

 Leaders do not shy away from owning the situation. They are willing to ask for forgiveness, if needed. They 

don't need to be told when they are wrong. More often, they will tell you if they are wrong. They are willing to make  
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personal sacrifices for welfare of organization. They are aware that they are constantly being scrutinized, whether they 

are at work or at leisure. In a Leadership role, they see an opportunity to make changes for their circle of influ-

ence through their personal examples. Leaders understand that self-discipline is a key to leading by an example.    

                                                

пΦ CHARACTER 

Verse 4.18 άHe, who finds in the midst of intense activity the greatest rest and in the midst of greatest rest intense 

ŀŎǘƛǾƛǘȅΣ Ƙŀǎ ōŜŎƻƳŜ ŀ ¸ƻƎƛΦέ 

 The Bhagavad Gita offers an exhaustive definition ƻŦ ΨǘǊǳŜ ŎƘŀǊŀŎǘŜǊΩΦ [ŜŀŘŜǊǎ ŦŀŎŜ ƛƴǘŜƴǎŜ ǎƛǘǳŀǘƛƻƴ ǿƛǘƘ ŎŀƭƳπ

ness.  Leaders are peacemakers. They understand that they have to be part of the solution and not part of the prob-

lem. The verse 4.18 explains that the greatest Leader is the one who can remain steady during the crisis 

and also remain constantly active to achieve future goals even when externally they look inactive.  

ϦReputation is made in a moment. Character is built in a lifetime." 

- James Leggett 

 Lots of people can get the job done. Personal competence is not a rare quality these days but personal charac-

ter is becoming rather elusive. Leadership that makes a difference includes a personal willingness to do the right thing. 

It makes tough choices - moral choices, spiritual choices, ethical choices, right choices. 

 

рΦ RIGHT SPEECH 

Verse 16.15  άSpeech which causes no excitement and is truthful, pleasant and beneficial and the practice of the stud-

ies of Vedas, these constitute the "austerity of speech". 

 Speech is powerful vehicle in man and it reflects the intellectual caliber, mental discipline and physical self-

control. Unless a Leader is well formed of all these qualities, his words will have no force, no magic about them. Speech 

is a constant activity and an outlet through which the greatest amount of one's energy is wasted. To control and con-

serve this unproductive waste of energy would constitute a great inner wealth. 

άRemember not only to say the right thing in the right place, but far more difficult still, to leave unsaid the wrong 

ǘƘƛƴƎ ŀǘ ǘƘŜ ǘŜƳǇǘƛƴƎ ƳƻƳŜƴǘΦέ  

- Benjamin Franklin  

 There are many examples in history where many wars are won on the speeches alone but at the same time, 

history also demonstrates that speeches were root cause for many wars. Thus a Leader should understand the might of 

words and use it appropriately. Right speech is a reflection of discipline and self-control. Since it is an outward activ-

ity, many times a speech defines a Leader in public eye. It bridges the gap between proficiency and efficiency.  

 In general, as a Leader, the role demands clear communication, tough decisions, interactions with every level 

of people - internal and external to the organization, instilling ethics and beliefs in the people and most importantly 

adding a value to make this world better on a continuous basis. As the world becomes more connected, informed, and 

democratized, people need leadership that can inspire them toward meaningful and larger-than-life goals. This is 

where lessons from Bhagavad Gita helps us to understand age old philosophy of human nature, how to deal with it 

more effectively and deliver a purpose driven leadership. 
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Üɟßɡ yɰʪ×ɟÃɠ ÕȓÅɶ JÑκÃ¾ɭÍ ÒʃÊÞɭ 
  Þɟȏßĕ×9  
  Þßɟ yɰÊɠ  
  ÔɟØɡ¾ κÃØÙɭÙɟ ¾ɟɰÏɟ  
  ÔɟØɡ¾ κÃØÙɭÙɟ ÈɨÖɫÈɨ 
  ȏßØÛɠ zζÌ ÙɟÙ ËɨÔÚɠ εÖØÃɠ '  ÔɟØɡ¾ κÃØÙɭÙɡ( 
  ÔɟØɡ¾ κÃØÙɭÙɡ ¾ɟɰÏɟÒɟÍ  
  η¾ÞÙɭÙɰ ÀɟÅØ 
  zÙɰ + ÙÞȕÌ  ÔɟØɡ¾ κÃØÙɭÙɰ 
  ̈Ùɰ ¿ɨÔØɰ  
  ÔɟØɡ¾ κÃØÙɭÙɡ ¾ɨκÎɰÔɠØ  
  ÔɟØɡ¾ κÃØÙɭÙɡ ȏßØÛɠ εÖØÃɠ 
yÎÛɟ ÙɟÙ ȑÍ¿È  
  ÔÏɟÖɟÃɭ ¾ɟÒ+ ÛɠÞ ¾ɟÅȕɰÃɠ 
ÒɭĦÈ    
  ÔɭÏɟÌɭ  
  ÑɟØÚɟÃɭ &Áή& ÏȕÐ  
  yÐɶ ÛɟÈɡ zÈÛÙɭÙɰ ÏȕÐ 'fat free milk or 2% Ñɟßɡ ( 
  ÖɠÉ + ÅɠØɰ ÒɟÛÊØ + ÐÑɭ ÒɟÛÊØ  ÃÛɠÑȓÞɟØ            

¾ȗÍɠ 9  

ÞÛx ŢÎÖ ÍɭÙɟÛØ ÔɟØɡ¾ κÃØÙɭÙɰ zÙɰ zζÌ ÙÞȕÌ ÒØÍȕÑ ĉ×ɟ- 
ĕ×ɟÍ ¾ɟɰÏɟ ÁɟÙȕÑ ÀȓÙɟÔɠ ßɨ| Ò×ʋÍ ÒØÍɟ- ÑɰÍØ ȏßØÛɠ zζÌ ÙɟÙ 
ËɨÔÚɠ εÖØÃɠ ÁɟÙȕÑ ÒØÍɟ- ËɨÔÚɠ ¿ØÒȕÞ Æɟġ×ɟÛØ ÛȼÑ ¾ɟɰÏɟÒɟÍ 
zζÌ ÀɟÅØ ÁɟÙɟ -zÍɟ ÛØɡÙ εÖŬÌɟÍ ȏßØÛɠ εÖØÃɠ+ ̈Ùɰ 
¿ɨÔØɰ+ ¾ɨκÎɰÔɠØ+ ÃÛɠ ÑȓÞɟØ ÖɠÉ zζÌ ÐÑɭ ÅɠØɭ ÒɟÛÊØ ÁɟÙɟ- ¤¾ 
ÛɟÓ zÙɡ η¾ ĕ×ɟÍ ÑɟØÚɟÃɭ Áή ÏȕÐ ÁɟÙȕÑ ģ×ÛȒĦÎÍ ÒØÍȕÑ ĉ×ɟ 
'ßɟ ÕȓÅɶċ×ɟ ÜɟßɡÒÌɟÃɟ secret  ingredient zßɭ(- a εÖȑÑÈɭ 
εÜÅÛġ×ɟÛØ ĕ×ɟÍ ÓɭÈÙɭÙɡ yɰÊɠ ÁɟÙɟ Û εÖŬÌ ¾ɨØÊɰ  ßɨ|Ò×ʋÍ 
ÞÍÍ ßÙÛÍ Øßɟ- εÖŬÌ ¾ɨØÊɭ ßɨÍɟÃ ĕ×ɟÍ yÐɶ 
ÛɟÈɡ  zÈÛÙɭÙ ÏȕÐ zζÌ ¾ɟÅȕɰÃɠ paste ÁɟÙȕÑ ¤¾ÅɠÛ ¾ȼÑ 
ĉ×ɟ- ÞÀĢ×ɟÍ ÜɭÛÈɡ ÔÏɟÖɟÃɭ ÔɟØɡ¾ Íȓ¾Êɭ+ ÔɭÏɟÌɭ+ ¿ɨÔØɰ-

¾ɨκÎɰȐÔØ ÁɟÙȕÑ garnish ¾Øɟ- ÖĦÍ ÞɟÅȕ¾ ÍȓÒɟÛØ bread  ÕɟÅȕÑ 
ÙɨĔ×ɟÃɟ ÀɨĢ×ɟÔØɨÔØ ÕȓÅɶÃɟ zĦÛɟÏ ÁɭÍÙɟ-   
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 Maharashtra Mandal of Detroit kicks off 2013 with a                   
volunteering event -Kiran Ingle 

 Anant Kendale organized a food repacking volunteering event at Forgotten Harvest, Oak Park on the auspicious 
day ς    Republic day of India. The original thought was to have 30 volunteers but more signed up in a week the event 
was announced and the RSVP had to be closed well ahead of schedule. 
 !ƴ ŜƴǘƘǳǎƛŀǎǘƛŎ ƎǊƻǳǇ ƻŦ пр aa5 ǾƻƭǳƴǘŜŜǊǎΣ Ƴƻǎǘƭȅ ȅƻǳǘƘΣ ǿŜŀǊƛƴƎ άaa5 !ǇƭŜ aŀƴŘŀƭέ  t-shirts showed up 
at the  location weathering cold winter and snowy roads. The event started with the Manager of Forgotten Harvest 
showing a short video  and giving instructions on the food packing work to be accomplished. All the group was soon 
seen in the warehouse wearing aprons and caps and ready to start the work. They spread themselves on two work 
benches, on both the sides of the tables like an assembly line. Huge crates of  turnips were lined up.  The job was to 
sort the turnips and pack the good ones into 3 lbs package. The group processed more than 3000 lbs of turnips and 
made more than 1000 packages. After packing , the group cleaned up the work  place, washed the bins and left the 
workplace neat and tidy. The group completed the work in two hours, one hour earlier than the scheduled time. The 
staff really appreciated the work done by the volunteers and were very thankful to MMD. 
 It was the first time , many of the young volunteers worked in a warehouse environment and they loved it.                      
Harshad Annigeri interviewed young volunteers about the event and all commented that they liked the event, had a 
good learning on community service and would like to do it again. 
 Tushar Samant  & Kapil Chaudhari brought snacks and all volunteers enjoyed samosas after two hours of hard 
work. Shrikant Bhagwat helped with photographs and video shooting. President Kiran Ingle and Vice President Jaideep 
Bangal thanked all the volunteers for their hard work. 

Photos and videos of the event are available on www.mmdet.org. 

http://www.mmdet.org/
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zÙɡ Þȕ×ɟxÃɠ θÒġÙɭ+ ßÚÏɡ-¾ȓɰ¾ÛɟÑɭ z¿Ùɡ I 

ÖɟÆɠ Ö¾Ø ÞɰŎɟɰÍ+ ÍɠÚ-ÀȓÚɟÑɭ Öɟ¿Ùɡ II 

ÍɠÚɟ-ÍɭÙɟÃɭ yĝ×ɰÀ+ LĦÑɭßM ØɟßȕÏɭ yÕɰÀ I   

ÍɠÚ-ÀȓÚɟċ×ɟ ÀɨÊɠÃɟ+ Öȓ¿ɠ Øɟßȓ ʬ×ɟÛɟ ÄɰÏ II  

}Åģ×ɟ ßɟÍɟÃɭ ßɭ ÏɟÑ+ Êɟģ×ɟ ßɟÍɟ Ñ ¾ÚɟÛɭ I  

ÞɟɰÀɭ ÀɨÛɠęÏ zÒÌɟ+ ÏɭÌɟĠ×ɟÃɭ ßɟÍ ĉ×ɟÛɭ II 

ÞɟĠ×ɟ ĦÛĚÑɟɰÃɟ ÒÍɰÀ+ ȑÑĢ×ɟ zÕɟÚɠ }ÊÍɨ I  

Ţ×ĕÑɟɰÃɟ ßÛɟ ÖɟɰÅɟ+ ¾Üɠ ηÓØ¾ɥ ÅɨÊÍɨ II  

¾ɟÚɠ Ãɰş¾Ùɟ ÞɟÅɭ+ ØɭÜÖɟÃɭ ØɟÁȕ-ÖɨØ I  

    ßÙģ×ɟċ×ɟ ÏɟκÀę×ɟɰÑɠ+ ÞÅÙɡ Àɰ Ãɰş¾ɨØ II   

ÞɰŎɟɰȑÍ θÛÜɭÝ ¾θÛÍɟ K ŬɠÖÍɠ ØɟκÐ¾ɟ ØɟÅÒɟÉ¾  
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